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 Introduction
 Facts, problems and risks of urban 
agglomerations
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10          计划
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Institut für Meteorologie und 
Klimaforschung (IMK-IFU)
- KIT Campus Alpin -
卡尔斯鲁厄气象与气候研究所
– KIT 阿尔卑斯区–
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IMK
Institute for Meteorology and Climate Research
Aerosols and Heterogeneous







- Ökosystemare Stoffströme 
- Biologische Prozesse der Spurengasbildung
- Regionalisierung der Emissionen umweltrelevanter 
Spurenstoffe
- Organismische Wechselwirkungen und Biodiversität
Interaction Atmosphere/Biosphere
- Ecosy tems of Meta-fluxes and Trace Gases
- Biol gical Process  of N- and C-Trace Gas Production
- Organismic Interactions and Biodiversity
- Regionalization of Trace Gas Emissions
Abt.: Wechselwirkung Atmosphäre/Klima
- Variabilität und Trends atmosphärischer Parameter 
- Gekoppelte numerische Modellsysteme
- Klimaänderung  und  terrestrischer Wasserhaushalt 
- Luftqualität  in Ballungsräumen und sensitiven             
Regionen
Interaction Atmosphere/Climate
Centre for Stabile Isotope (CSI)
World Calibration Centre (WWC) 
Trace Constituents in the Strato-




- Variability and Trends of At ospheric Parameters
- Coupled Model Systems
- Climate Change and Terrestrial Hydrology
- Air Quality in Metropolitan Areas a  S  Regions
Institute
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Air Quality in Metropolitan Areas and Sensitive Regions
 Interactions between urban/suburban/rural regions and their feedback mechanism to the 
air quality
 Impact of regional climate change on air quality
 Developing and validation of innovative measuring techniques for the assessment of the 
air quality (e.g. urban agglomerations – close cooperation with epidemiologists)
 Coupling of models (e.g. MCCM, WRF-Chem, micro scale models)
 Real-time forecast of gas and particle phase pollutants
 Assessment  of emission strategies (e.g. source attribution)
 Project “Risk Habitat Megacity” with the topic “Air Quality and Health”; anchor city 
Santiago de Chile in co-operation with Universidad de Chile
Research Focus
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2015: 22 MC (4 > 20 Mill.)
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Geographical Situation
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Air pollution as the most significant environmental challenge, 
followed by congestion issues
(Survey with 500 megacity - „stakeholders“) 
but
„The environment matters, but may be sacrificed for growth“
Source: Siemens, 2007
Environmental Facts
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Proportion of population affected
Health Impact Pyramid
Problem: Health Impact
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Mexico City
 Land use 
Problems and Risks
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31.10.2007
Photos by Stefan Norra
Institute of Mineralogy and Geochemistry (IMG)
of the University of Karlsruhe
Beijing
30.10.2007
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北京
气溶胶污染






Heating time in Beijing
strong west wind 





















卡尔斯鲁厄大学矿物学和地球化学研究所 Stefan Norra 摄
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Source:
Poduje 2005 (Santiago de Chile) 
APERC 2007 (Mexico City)
Land Use Change
Source: U. Weiland, E. Banzhaf, A. Ebert, A. Kindler, R. Höfer (UFZ)
Santiago de Chile Mexico City
2002 2005
Population 6.061.000 19.410.000
Urbanized area (km²) 641 1800
Population density (p / km²) 9.500 10.800
Population growth (% / y) ~1,32 ~1,28
Santiago de Chile Mexico City
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Temperature difference
with and without urban sprawl
Diurnal variation of ozone concentrations

























































Ozone Cerro de la Estrella1998
2010 No Sprawl
2010 Sprawl
Regional and Spatial Planning Sciences 
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Source: APERC 2007, Shobhakar Dhakal (2004). Urban Energy Use 





Beijing 75% 8% 17%
Shanghai 83% 10% 7%
Seoul 38% 25% 37%
Tokyo 41% 37% 22%




Source: China Statistical Abstract 2009
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Total Energy
Consumption
[1 Mill. Tons CE]
1749.9 2032.227 2246.82 2462.7 2654.8
Growth Rates








Energy Consumption - China
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Hot water / Heating
1.3 %
Biofuels











Energy & Technolo y Assessment Disciplines
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Bogotá
São Paulo
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Vehicles per 1000 people
Traffic Volume in 
1996 and 2020
Source: US Dept.of Energy, 2000
Traffic
Economical background of vehicle ownership
Vehicle purchase max GDP 3000-4000 $
Which will be reached in China in about 20 yTransportation Sciences
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Climate Change




















ECHAM5 - A1B scenario
Future (2071-2100) - Present (2001-2030)







































































Temperature Change in °C
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Impact on Urban 
Agglomerations
Resolution too coarse for regional impact analysis !
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Climate Change Impact
Source: Working Group “Air Quality” 
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Guadalajara   
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Santiago de Chile
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< 0,1 µm < 0,8 µm < 10 µm < 0,1 µm < 0,8 µm < 10 µm
cardiovasc. diseases (total) hypertens. crisis
O
R
Odeh SF, PhD Thesis 2006
Franck U, Odeh SF, Wiedensohler A, 
Wehner B, Herbarth O et al.2009 subm.
Health Effects
Size dependent health 
effects of airborne 
particles
Health / Epidemiological Disciplines
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EU-average 2000 vs 2020:
- Life expectancy reduction of 9 months – reduced to 6 months
- Annual loss of 4 Mio. life years – reduced to 2.3 Mio
- Annually 386.000 premature deaths – reduced to 251.000 
- Annually 110.000 serious hospital admissions – reduced to 63.000
2000 2020
Source: CAFÉ (Clean Air for Europe), 2005
by support of Alexandra Schneider (HMGU)
Health impact and 
air pollution
Health Facts
Decrease in life expectancy in months 
due to anthropogenic PM2.5
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 How can we overcome the complexity of the interaction between different 
disciplines?
 Do we understand the complex links between emissions, air quality and 
health impact? 
 How can act with the different scales?
 How can separate information platforms be linked to the development of 
an integrated approach to air quality assessment in mega cities?
 Which relationship exists between specific air pollutants like PM10 or NO2
and the appearance of environment-related diseases? 
 How to develop scenarios that they are in line with the climate change 
scenarios?
Research Questions
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e.g., communities, gov. 
agencies
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8 m Period of the 29th Olympic Games 2008 in Beijing
Mean Value of 42 µg/m³
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Local Time 26.02.2009             当地时间/2009年2月26日
00:00      03:00     06:00      09:00     12:00     15:00     18:00      21:00    24:00
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Basic information on present 
emissions and emissions of reduction 
measures
Adaptation Strategies
Source: Working Group “Air Quality” 
by R. Forkel (IMK-IFU)
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e.g. NO2 with GRAL 
Meso-scale modeling  
e.g. NO2 with MCCM 
Threshold 
exceedances
Source: EU-LIFE Project 
Klagenfurt  Graz  Bozen 
Coupling of Scales
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Distribution of daily O3 maximum




Source: R. Forkel (IMK-IFU)
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Governance & Sustainability 
Source: APERC (2007): Urban Transport 




programs and pollutant 
trends in Mexico City
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 Air quality issues need an holistic and interdisciplinary approach 
 In order to understand the complex system of a mega city, further process 
studies have to be done in each discipline
 Link between the fields of land-use, energy, transportation, air quality, climate 
change and health demonstrates the interaction and tackles central problems 
in a mega city
 Air quality and health impact assessment studies are essential prerequisites 
for mitigation and adaptation strategies and for reducing e.g.
 environmental risks (air pollution, congestion, waste, ...)
 social risks (spatial segregation, health problems, …)
 costs (healthcare system, transportation, production, ...)
Conclusions
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 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between IMK-IFU and the Universidad 
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM) about a cooperation  in the fields of 
research and education (e.g. Air Quality, Climate Change)
 Establishing of the International Competence Center for Sustainable Urban 
Development (ISUD) in Santiago de Chile (“capacity building”; “multidisciplinary  
research on Megacities”; “applying knowledge”) between FZK and Universidad de 
Chile in Santiago
 Contract of Cooperation between the Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP) of 
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and IMK-IFU about “Monitoring and 
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Thank you very much for your attention
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